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This report presents the calibrated target strength data from the SIMRAD 
multi frequency EK500 echosounder at 38, 120 and 200 kHz. The report also describes 
the techniques used for the calibration of the Target Strength (TS) data set. 
These calibrated data replace the uncalibrated target strength data given in Crisp 
et al. (1997). 
METHODOLOGY 
1. EKSOO Target Strength calibration 
The target strength (TS) data collected by the EK500 during cruise CD104a are 
the number of single target detections (as defined by a proprietary SIMRAD algorithm) 
in each of 24 different TS classes and 10 user-defined layers. These distribution statistics 
are collected every 5 minutes. With such data, we do not have individual values of target 
strength or positional information of targets within the beam and so instead of calibrating 
actual TS values it is necessary to offset the statistics with respect to the TS classes. 
In the same way as for the MVBS data (Crisp et aI, 1998), the actual offset in dB 
that must be applied to the data consists of the offset determined during calibration 
(summarised in Table 1) and also an absorption correction. The latter is calculated using 
in-situ temperature and salinity data from concurrent SeaSoar / CTD, and the equations of 
Francoise and Garrison (1982). The calibration method for the EK500 itself is covered in 
Crisp et al (1998), and not repeated here. Instead, an explanation for the method of 
application of the calibration to the TS data set is provided. 
The TS classes for which statistics were collected were 1.5 dB wide, and started at 
a user-defined minimum value (in our case -60 dB). Therefore the TS classes were -60 to 
-58.5 dB, -58.5 to -57 dB, -57 to -55.5 dB, etc.). There is one exception to this case 
where, for the 38 kHz data, the class minimum value was set to -70 dB instead of -60 dB 
from the start of the cruise until the 18th February 02:30Z (day 49, during survey 1). The 
layer settings as given in the cruise report, Roe et al (1997), are summarised in Table 2. 
The shallow water settings came into effect at the beginning of survey 5. 
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Table 1. EKSOO calibration offsets 
Frequency Calibration 






Table 2. EKSOO Layer settings during the cruise. 
LAYER DEEPWATER SHALLOW WATER 
1 0 - 20m 0- 5 m 
2 20 - 40 m 5 - 10 m 
3 40 - 60 m 10 - 20 m 
4 60 - 100 m 20 - 30 m Bottom locked layers 
5 100 - 150 m 30 - 40 m (e.g . 2 m off bottom to 
6 150 - 200 m 40 - 50 m detected bottom 
7 200 - 300 m 2 m - bottom * + Surface locked layer 
8 300 - 400 m 5 m - bottom * (surface to the detected 
9 0- 150 m 0- 250 m + bottom, as 250 m is we ll 
10 150 - 400 m not used below the bottom) 
With regard to the absorption calculation, we do not know the actual depths of 
targets within a layer, some of which can cover a large depth range e.g. deep water layer 
number 10, 150 to 400 m (Table 2), and so it is not straightforward to provide a value of 
absorption which best represents the layer. We have, therefore, chosen to use the simplest 
method and calculate the absorption by integrating from the surface to the centre of the 
layer. This is equivalent to assuming that all targets were detected at the centre of the 
layer. 
In order to maintain a high quality calculation of the absorption, we have used the 
knowledge of the centre of the layer and the EK500 fi sh depth from the target strength 
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data files, and calculated the absorption by integration from the surface to the mid-layer 
depth using the high resolution temperature and salinity data from either SeaSoar or CTD 
that was used for the MVBS calibration. 
After calculating the absorption for a layer (at each frequency), the total offset in 
dB can be applied (see equation 1 & Crisp et al (1998), anew = calculated absorption, a old = 
previous absorption value, R = range from transducer face to centre of layer). This offset 
is rounded to the nearest 1.5 dB interval and then the statistics for the layer are shifted by 
zero or more classes (1.5 dB) in either direction. The calibration is , therefore, an 
approximation to the nearest 1.5 dB. 
Total offset = cal. offset + 2( anew - aold)R (1) 
The files of TS data contain 240 data points for each 5 minutes. Each data point is 
the number of single-target detections per class and layer as previously described. Table 
3(a) shows an example of the data format for 5 layers and 8 TS classes with a TS class 
minimum of -60 dB. The numbers al to e8 are then the number of detections in each 
layer/class for a 5 minute interval. Table 3(b) shows an example of how the data might be 
shifted left/right in steps of 1.5 dB after applying the calibration. In order to do this, extra 
TS classes are required, so the final calibration files contain as many classes as required 
to accommodate the original data set. 
Table 3 (a) Example section of an EKSOO TS data set 
Layer \ TS class (dB) -60 -58.5 -57 -55.5 -54 -52.5 -51 -49.5 
1 (0 - 20 m) al a2 a3 a4 as a6 a7 a8 
2 (20 - 40 m) bl b2 b3 b4 bS b6 b7 b8 
3 (40 - 60m) cl c2 c3 c4 cS c6 c7 c8 
4 (60 -100 m) dl d2 d3 d4 dS d6 d7 d8 
5 (100 - 150 m) el e2 e3 e4 eS e6 e7 e8 
Table 3 (b) Example of an EKSOO TS data set after post-calibration 
Layer \ TS class (dB) -61.5 -60 -58.5 -57 -55.5 -54 -52.5 -51 -49.5 -48 
1 (0 - 20 m) :;: al a2 a3 a4 as a6 a7 a8 0 0 
2 (20 - 40 m) 0 bi b2 b3 b4 bS b6 b7 b8 0 
3 (40-60 m) + 0 0 cl c2 c3 c4 cS c6 c7 c8 
4 (60 - 100 m) + 0 0 dl d2 d3 d4 dS d6 d7 d8 
5 (100 - 150 m) * el e2 e3 e4 eS e6 e7 e8 0 0 
(* shifted left by one class, + shifted right by one class, layer 2 unchanged) 
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Data presentation 
The data are presented as a series of sections, each spanning 24 hours time to 
facilitate identification of diel migratory behaviour. Each series of sections is preceded 
by a summary sheet which gives the survey number, start and stop times, and a series of 
navigation maps showing the position for each 24 hour section presented. Within each 
survey, the 38 kHz data are presented first followed by the 120 kHz data and finally, the 
200 kHz data. Note that there are 2 pages for day 48 - 49 during survey 1 for the 38 kHz 
frequency. This is because the minimum class value changed from -70 dB to -60 dB as 
explained in the Methodology on page 7. 
As a result of either geography or the use of CTD or SeaS oar the data sets have 
been split into 8 surveys (Table 4) and identified as such on each series of sections. The 
sections run from 0800-0800 GMT (except for survey 5 which covers day 70 OO:OOZ to 
day 71 OO:OOZ for convenience), and are virtually contiguous throughout the cruise. 
Table 4. The 8 surveys used for calibration/comparison purposes 
Survey Survey Start time Stop time Comments 
T e DOYHH:MM DOYHH:MM 
1 CTD 4406:41 5400:41 CTDOO 1 - CTD 1 08 
2 CTD 5905:58 61 04:43 CTD109 - CTD121 
3 SeaSoar 61 06:50 66 14:30 
4 CTD 6620:28 6802:56 CTD122 - CTD133 
5 CTD 7004:09 70 18:13 CTD134 - CTD144 
6 CTD 7101:45 7208:27 CTD145 - CTD168 
7 SeaSoar 7209:20 7306: 15 
8 CTD 73 10:50 7407:56 CTD169 - CTD187 
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04:00 08'00 - 60 . TS (d B) 120kHz 
jday 51 , 08:00 to jday 52 , 08:00 
08:00 
0- 20 m 
20- 40 m 







• • • • . • • • •.•• • . • . • q • • • . 7 200-300 m 
,/ . 7,/ 7 7 . . . ? . 
_3024 . . . . ,.: . . ... ', . ....... .' : 
. , . . . . . . . . : ... ... . . : 
-36 
# 300-400m 
---:-~::--r---::-=--=-=-~-----;~~--;:.~~~~~ _4842 7 -54 









20:00 00:00 04:00 
jday 52, 08:00 to jday 53, 08:00 
o 
... . . . .... ..... . . . . . ...... . .. ... . ... . . . . . .. . .. . . 
. . 
./ 
0- 20 m 
20- 40 m 







/r _____ 7.7 . ~·· _;_0~, ~:'7·~~· ·· ·~·~ ~:·:-':~· T' ~. · . _', _ .._. _" ~~'~' __ /_ .. _. ~~'_' _' ._.' •• _' •• • ~'  200-300m 
j . 7,j .. .. .. 7 .. j~ .•. .•...•.••...•..•... . .. ....... . . 
... .. . .. . .. . ".' 
.. . ... ' . . 
/~----~7.----.~. ~j~. -. --.. -. -7.~. ~. ----. ~j~. ----.-/~ .. . ~ . . -" - . - . -.... ~7.» ....... ...... ...... _2~00-400m 
.. .... . .... . .... -....... . . -30 
. ...... ... . .. -36 
. . . •.... . .. -42 
, ...... -~ 
./ 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. -54 
16:00 20:00 00:00 04:00 08:00 / -60 TS (dB) 120kHz 08:00 12:00 
jday 53, 08:00 to jday 54, 08:00 
" .J".-:-
,/ 
0- 20 m 
20- 40 m 
40- 60 m 
..... " . - ...... . . 
. , " , . . ..... . ' . . 
---;-": " , ' 60-100 m 
100-150 m .. y .... .. .. ..  
- _ ... _ .... _ ..... , ' .. - - - .. . . : . .. . .... , -, . 
..q / ;< 
? .?/?f?y 150-200m 




/ . . . :: : . 7 .. . . . . : . / : :: .. 7 .. ... 7 ... .. . 7y ..  :.... ~..... .. 200-300m 
... ,'. . .. . .... ..... ' . . .. . _. _ ... . ,/~----. 7/~::-. -: :~. ~~-. 77.~-:.-'-: -/~ ..~ ..-: :-~-. ~7~: ~::-::-: -: : ~7~. ~:~: ~.~? : , _~1~iOO_400m 
,/ 7 7 7 7 7 7~4-7~cr 
08:00 12:00 16:00 20:00 00:00 04:00 08:00 -54 T8 (dB) 200kHz 
jday 44. 08:00 to jday 45. 08:00 
/ 
. ~ . ... . . . .' " ' .. . . . . . '. ' : ... .... : .. 
. . . . . . , . 
0- 20 m 
...... .. :::::: .. ::: ...  : .~ .. :::.::: .: . :y::.' . 
. . . . . . .. ~ .... , " 
/' 7 20 40 m 
, . ... IJJ ..... 7 L/ -
, ... / /~----,7r-~~. ~. 7T. ~. ~,-. -•• 77~ • • -: -.. -. -•• 77~:-• . -.-: -: /7~: -.-. -. ~7~.': / 40-60 m 
. .. .. . .,?"" . . ,. . . ..... / 
/ ""'-----:. 77. -. :- •. ->-:,/-,;7~...c.. '-. -. . ~. -• • ~/T .. '.~. -.. - .-•. -.7/~. '.-, -. :-'. -.. --;/r ...'--. -. :-. -•.• -.7."L.:y 60-1 00 m 
"" 7 ... 7 . . . .. ./ ..... ' . .. 7 . . . .. ./ . 7 100-150 m 
.... .. ..... ........ . y 
/7 .. 7 ••••.... ' .. 7. 7 / 150-200m 
,.. . . . ...... / 
7 ' ... 7 . ./ . . .. 7 .... , .. ./ . 7 200-300 m 






, / /""'---~77'---. -.. -:'. -: :7?...c.: :-.. -. . -. -. . -=/T . . ~. -.. - .-•. -. "77~ .. -. -.. -. -.. -:/r .. '----. '.-/."L.'.': <. ~ -1 ~00-400 m 
... .... ....•. .•.• . ' . ' .•••••.••••...•... ...... '.' · J.<4:fs3cf418 
/ 7 7 7 7 7 7 -48 
12:00 16:00 20:00 00:00 04:00 08:00 -54 TS (dB) 200kHz 08:00 










0- 20 m 4-~'~ ~"< ' < ' P:/ 20-40m ~ ·A?~;/~s~ ,~- ~~L 40-S0m 
..... . ~~;;~,. / SO-100m 
. 7 .. .. . ... ? . ~ .. ... / •...•••... 7 .•• / ........... .. . .. . 
• • < •• #": ., .. : . . . :.. , • 
. • • • • • : . #i:ld;;~ :,: ~, ' f;';-;:-~ 100-150 m 
... 7 ...... . . 7 .... . . ? ..... /. ?/ ............ . 
: .: :~' •. <: / . ". ~. ~. ~. '~. ~. ~. '. '. .. . :: ~ . .. < •.•••.. .. : . . ... . . . : / . 
.. . .. . .. . ........ . .. 150-200 m 





d 7 J:~: J7J/ 
.. ; .. . ; .. . 7 .. : ••. / . ' . . / . .. 7;;;;:;' ........ ::...... _1~00-400 m 
. ' ....... '.' .. . ... :. -18 
.. ...•• :: :: .: : .. ... :.: :' :. .. . .> ••. . • : _47-fcf4 
? . . .... ; . " ? ? .•. ' ? ? -48 
12:00 16:00 20:00 00:00 04:00 08:00 -54 T8 (dB) 200kHz 
jday 46,08:00 to jday 47,08:00 
0- 20 m 
20- 40 m 
40- 60 m 
/' ? 60-100 m 
/~----~----~------~----~----~----~ 100-150 m 
/~----7~---. -. . 7?~ ..----.~/~ ..~--.-. ~7.~. ----~----~ 150-200 m 
/~-----7~---.. -.. 7?...:... ----.. -:/~ . . '-. -.. - .. -.. - . -"7.-'-. ---~----~ 200-300 m 
.... 
/.----------;>'"7 ----.. -. . -'?~ . . ----.-/"T" . . - .-, -, ,-,. -. '. ""?7~. '. -' -, ',- , -, ,- /7"", .'-, -, ,- ,-- '.- '. "7""-...• ••.• .• •••• ~ -1 ~OO-400 m 
. . . . . . . .. •. •... ....• ••••••.... .. ........ . >)<.--!,j3cf418 
./ 7 7 7 7 7 7 -48 
08:00 12:00 16:00 20:00 00:00 04:00 08:00 -54 T8 (d B) 200kHz 




0- 20 m 
, ' .. ... .. /.. . 
. . . . . ; ", ' . 
/ ' 
/~":""':"":'~--;7~'-:"--""'~~~~~~¥~~T.~-::-:-:-77-':/ 60-100 m 
/~7 ~ ... . ... . ... ~ ...... : . ....~ ...•.... 7, ' / 
7 . . . 7 .. 
... .,. ..... . 
... . . ."" 
. "" . .. --: ... ,,"" ...... ~ .. 
7 . .. 7 .. 
' , .. . . . . . '.' 
. . ~ " . 
V 100-150m 
..... 7/ ..... ~ ..... ; .
. ... .. . .. ' 
- 150-200 m 
. . .... '. . . . . . ;-: ':': : : : : : .. 
.. .... . . ' , .. . ....... '. . . . . 
.. . X . . .. .... ? .. 7 ... 7./ ............. . 
. . . . . . . . 




/~/-T-.. . . ?: ••. ~./ '~77~?/ 
. .. 7 .. . X . . .. 7 .'. "" .. 7 . ·.·. 7W·............. 300-400 m . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. ......... ... r812 .. . ..... . .. .. :. . .>< _-cf4 . ... .. ... -~6' . ..... . . . .,. . . ... . -4Z 
08:00 / 12:00 7 16:00 7 20:00 7 00:00 7 04:00 7 08:00 7 _54
48 
TS (dB) 200kHz 
7 
jday 48, 08:00 to jday 49 , 08:00 
... ,'. 
. . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
/~----: -··77~· .-:·-·~: ~·~a: ~<~z&~:~ •. ,A~-~· •• n'~~~d~~~Y~:~·. ~~- ~~--_~_: _' ~' ~" _' _"_'_" _' ~ 
·::·7::···· :: ·:: :· · 
0- 20 m Number of 
targets in 
5 minutes 
20- 40 m 
. . 
. . . ' . , , , . , , , . , . , . . . , . 
. . . . . .. :., .... " 
. 1/ . . . .. . .......... .. . . . 
. /L"~~,/' ';~~ <. :;:.-' ,: ' ~;_ ... . 
' . , ,7 . . " .'., . 7 . . / 7 40- 60 m 
60-100 m j~~/~~,uv 
. . '" . ..... . J • ...•. ' . .7 •••••..•... J .... :. ' .7 .. , '~?r 100-150 m 
_ . 7 . . . .7 . . .. 7 . . . . ;: . 7 150-200 m 
.• •...•.. •...... .... •. .... < / 
, .... . . .... / /~~--~'~ .• - . -•. ~ . . -•• 7?~. -,-.. ~.~/T •. ~.:-: -.. :-. -.. 77~ ..-. -. . -. -.. ~7~. :~. -.. -. -. -~~?::::\ •• / 200-300m 
, / /~-----7~---:-.. -.. 77~ ..--~ . . --:/T . . ~-.-.-. 7'7~ ..----.---:/~. '. " '- '--: ':-/..,..L': ':w< :: : : : : . . -1 ~00-400 m 
" : : : .. . ... '.' ' .. :. ' •.•• : : :_: 4_~1Efcf-418 
. ... , . , , : .. , , . ... ~'. , Z-
/~----~7~----77~----77~----77~----7~-----7~ -48 
12:00 16:00 20:00 00:00 04:00 08:00 -54 T8 (dB) 200kHz 
/ 
/ 
' . . .... .. '.: 
08:00 
jday 49, 08:00 to jday 50 , 08:00 
. .. , .... . , '. ' , ." . . , .. ' .... .. .. .... . .. . .. . : ' . .. . . ... . 
.... . .... . . .. . . ,. ,.,., . . , . . .. : . ...... . 
. . . 
. , . ...... ... . . . ...... . . . .. . . ' .. .. " .. . . , .... . . . . 
/ 
/ 
.::::: :: . ;2~;[~~~;~j~'; ,~ .. 
, ~~..<!7" ~..-::;../~: ~ . " , 
; . ' ... 7 . . , .. % . . ... ,. 7 . . . .. , .. . 7 . 
.... :,.. .. 
0- 20 m Number of 
targets in 
5 minutes 
20- 40 m 
40- 60 m 
'/ 
/~-----7~--~~~===r~~~~~ ..-.-. . ~/~ ..~-.-.. -. ~7 .. . 60-100 m 
. . . . " .. ' 
"f~ >;:~~~:;,#f;<:' 100-150m 
. ::/::: ... ::::::: .. 
....... ... . . . ... .. .. "' .. . . . 
. : ... ~ . . ... . . 
.. . ... , ... . , . . , .. . . ..... . . ' . . " . . . .... .... .. . 
/,....:.----. 7 --r-. ':-. . - : -• • -". -' ..• ""7,.....:.. •••- . -•• • -. -• .• --:/:r-. •. ....:.. -. '- . -' . . - .. 7'...:... . •. -•• - .-. -• • --:;/,.....:-. -. . -. -..• ---:J-r-/ ~::_23:: ~ 
/~ .. / ------,.--'---'.: 7.:: . --,.--:....--.7 : ~J: ... /~'. '/ 
, .. .. >. ....... / ..... ' .. L . .. . .. / . ; ;S;; 300-400 m 
.... .. ' .. ' ... . ' .••..••....• : .••••...•...• •..•••.... .... ' ~4_7~cf41-812 
/ 7 7 7 7 7 7 -48 
12:00 16:00 20:00 00:00 04:00 08:00 -54 T8 (dB) 200kHz 
. ': . "' . . 
/ 
08:00 
jday 50, 08:00 to jday 51, 08:00 
0- 20 m 
/ /~ ;2' .. ~.  ..•... ~. '.'· .. ~. .Y ... .." ~. ;.~.;.(. /.<'.;~. '.h.; .: .· •.. :. ~. ~. './.~ ... :.:v.~ .•.. ~. :'.;. :'. •. 20- 40 m T, ····· · 7 / .. ,/" .. "Y 40-60m 
/ ? •• /2;~£~~~,; •.• 77 60-100 m 
/ 7 . . . 7 . . / . . ...... 7. . . .. 7. . 7 100-1 50 m 
··Y····· ,·· ··· ·· . . ~ . / . ,., . ..... . . ... . . . . . . 
. . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . 
/~----. -. /~: -::-: -: :-.: -•• ~7-.~-•. -.. -:.-•. -/~:-.. -.. -.. -~ .. -:~7-~.-. -. . -~ -•. ~/~~.-. -.. -. -:;-\ 7~;\:i : ~ 1S0-200m 
.. , .......... , .. ;/ 
/~---.. ~/T.~.-: .-:-: -\ 7?~\:-. -. . -.: -:.~:7~ ••~: -:.-: -.• -. 77.~. --.. -.. -:.'/~ ...-:-::-.-. -7~.  200-300m 
/ 7 " ' ; J .J/ T ?~ _1~00-400m 
. ' .• '. '. •.• . . . . .. . 7::4~s3<f418 / 7 7 7 7 7 7 -48 
08:00 -54 T8 (dB) 200kHz 
' . . " . 
" ., " . 
. . . . . . . , ... . ' / . .. 
08:00 12:00 16:00 20:00 00:00 04:00 




. . ......... , .. " ... " .. " . ". 
0- 20 m d ~_ / / /~;~~Y;7 < ;/ , 20-40m 
7 40-60m ...... . .. : ..... ... ... . /~":::'-"':"~~/'::-,_.L~~?-=-, ~/.~~'~~' '~:t~'-~.J~q~' '~r~~'-!~:~·~F~ .~~' ,7,:  ... ~, :-:-: -::-:, -:-, :?7~  60-100 m 
/~7 ~7 ~7, ~7 7~:c::< '7 
• , ; J ; . , . , ' , n /;'v> , ~' 100-150 m 
'. ;?"< .. ' .. ' .. " ' . , . , .. , 
, ' ;;;" ,>, 
.. f': .. ' ..... . 
•. . . . . . . . . r .. 150-200 m 
~ d : : JJ 7<d 7 < / 
., . ... ,'. '/ 200-300 m 
.. 7 . . · . . 7 . . . . 7 ...... 7 . . .. 7 .7 ... , ...... .. .. .. . . .. .......... . .. .. ..... . ... .... : ....... . •. •..••.•. ... :: .... ..•..... ...... ..... < ••• : .. 
. : L 7 .. d ••• J L " •• • • / ':.:.:.:.::: .~::::.. _1~00-400 m 
, ....... , .:: ::: : ::.:'.... .. .... ..: . ·:··::5<4ilfilcf418 
7 7 7 7 . , . . . 7 7 -48 









0- 20 m , >i~ .-/~. ~_U4 > ..... ...• ·7 / <. 7 20-40m 
/r-'-~/ ~, ~</. /~:>~>/ ~••. . :....:..., ••  /~  /.• ~./ ,~.~ •.. ..  ~, ~./~: . :.;~ .¥4 .• ~ .•.•~. :.. ~.~ .~.7# . .. ~:. .~ •.•.:e.;~ •. ~.' ':....:....:.',~  ...:...;:.::~~/ 
. '"7 /-"< 7 40-60m 
. ;/.; . ;;~~ < "/ : ... . 
" 
08:00 T8 (dB) 200kHz 




Survey2 (CTD), jday 59 05:58 to jday 61 04:43 
26.5r-________ -" 



















25.2 ~ ctl 
57.0 57.5 
26.5 
60 - 61 
26.2 








0- 20 m 
... ..... .. ... ' ..  ,... .. d. , ... '  H.d··r 
"?7/ ?. '............ ? . ;;7 20- 40 m 
...... ? . , .•. 7 ... 77. ' ,/ 40-60m 
. : . ..... . . ... ... . .. ............ : .. . . . . . . ... ......... ~ 
. ?? •.•. .... ? ....... 7 / ? ... , .......• 7 .. i




,77 .. 77? ~7 100-150m 
, ... /. ........ 7 . . / .. 7 . / 150-200m 
........... : .... .... . ...... . ..... '. / 
.: .. . . . . . : ..... . ... . .. . . ... . . .. : ... : ... .. . / 
... . /. .. 0 0 o· 0 0 7 0 . /. 0 . . ,- . 7 200-300 m 
.. . •. ~ ..• H .. ... • ? ' . •. ' •... H ? •.•.... ... ? .....  , ..... · ~v 300-400m 
7 · '· ·· ······· ·· 7 ······ 7······ '·· H ···· 7··· ···· 7W3024 





jday 58, 08:00 to jday 59, 08:00 
' . . ...... ,, ' . .. ,.: ........ ,. 
. , ......... :' . 
. , 
.. '.>; .. ~:"'~'.' . . . - . ..... .. . 
0- 20 m 





-" __ c.:....:=--.:.:..:;;::..:..:~--T-.-. -. -: . ..-. -.. 77.....:.:-:. ---: .. :-: ..-:-. 7?~. -:-. ~-:-:-: ..77-:. :-:-:-;-::--:--:. 7r.. .  .: .. ..... 'r 
~~~~"'. ' ~. '-:-',;.' ;V", ..... . 
40- 60 m 
60-100 m 
-" 
~J.i<i ............... ,i / 
? . " .. 7 ..... : ... 7 ..... ' ... 7. . . .7 ... ',' ... 7 . . 100-150 m 
150-200 m 
.............. .... / ... , ........... ......... . 
. . . . .'. . . . . . . . . , . 
. /;.....: ... .. ... . 
. .. ;/ . -
200-300 m -"~  •. ~. ~=--.. ~.• ~-,v7'": -~i -···· .. :--.. ~'-'-.. : ...-:-:-, :-::-: ...... ~.,/r-'-.... -:-:-' , .  -:-:-... :-::-: . . -:r:::> .~ .. -:-::-: ... :-::-: . •.-r.,/ 300- 400 m 
. ::> ........ .? . .. ? . . .? . 7~.L -24 
.. :" '. . ...... ". . -30 
.. ~~.' " .... , . , . . .. .. , ,,, ' _484i6 
7 7 -54 
08:00 -60 TS (dB) 38kHz 
-" 7 
7 7 7 7 
08:00 20:00 04:00 00:00 12:00 16:00 
'd 59 08'00 to jday 60 , 08:00 J ay , ' 
0- 20 m 
20- 40 m 




-,,~----~------r--.-. -.. -.. -. 7~J-.. ---... -. -. 7?-. ----~------~ 60-100 m 
100-150 m 
" 
. 7 .. .7 . 150-200 m 
. . . . , . . . . . . . . .'. . 
' / 
':;' " . . .. ' / ' ,., ; ;; ' j ' 
....... :" .. 
200-300 m 
.•..... .. .... ......•.•.•••......... .. . . :>'0;;,/:.7 '7 
7 . 7. .. ...... ;? .' ... 7 . . . ;? . 7 .W·'"' ' . _2~00-400 m .... .... .. .......... . . < .. _3630 ........ . ........ , . . . .... -42 ........ ........... . .... , . .. . .. . -48 7 7 7 7 7 -54 
08:00 -" -60 T8 (dB) 38kHz 
" 
" 08:00 12:00 20:00 00:00 04:00 16:00 
jday 60, 08:00 to jday 61, 08:00 
· .... ······ .... ·· : .... 7·············· ···· . ' .' .. ..,: .. . .... . 
. . . . . : . . . . . . . . 
. . . ~ . . . . . . . . 
. ... .... . ~ ~~-----. . 7~~. -. -. -•. ~ ... ~: 7.~~~:~. ~. ~ .. ~:~.: . :7.~~: :-: .~ .~ •.•-.• -~ .7~~-.:.-.. -.. -... _ .•. 7~~. ~ ..-•• ~;~ ~~~ ;~ 
0- 20 m Number of 
targets in 
5 minutes 
20- 40 m 
40- 60 m 
/~-----7~--~. 77~. ~. ~.~. ~7T. ~ .. ~ . .~. ~ ..-. 7~~. -. . - . -.. -. ~. ~' ~ .. -. -.~ ..~ ....•. 7.............. .. ................ 60-100m 
. ' ........ ......... . ,', . : .. ... . / . . 
. . 
·· ··· ·· ·· ········ ·· ·0 
/ ' .. . . ' q ' ......... :" , i' >i7 100-1S0m 
;Y 
/ ..... ' ....... ' :: : .. . 7' ...• ' ... '7 iSO-200m 
/ 'Lq ~. .' . J , 7 200-300 m 
/ .. , .. ,?? .'.. f» ... ..... ..... .... ... _2~00-400m 
., -30 
.. . .. .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. .. .... ... .. ..,.... . .... -36 
.... , . . . ..... .. -42 
.. .. .... . .. . ........... .... . . ..... -48 
./ 7 7 7 7 7 -54 
08:00 12:00 16:00 20:00 00:00 04:00 08:00 / -60 T8 (dB) 120kHz 
jday 58, 08:00 to jday 59, 08:00 
. . . . ... . . 
. " : , . . 
. .. .. . .. . 
. ,', ' N.,> · . . " ., ', . 
0- 20 m 
20- 40 m 







. ;; . ~ .'. " .. ' , . .. . . . . ... 
..... .. ..: .,.... .... ... . /-//' = . .7 ..... ~ ..... ···,-;-·:··52 .... ·:·22 . / .', .. . 
. . . . . . ' . . ' . . .. .7 ......... ? . 
.... . 
• ' / ' -4' • • • 
. ... . . . . . . . \ 
.. .. , ', 
... . . 
. : . . . 
200-300 m 
. , ', .. 
.. ... . 
. . ... .... ... '.... .:'.~ 300-400 m 
1200' 16'00~2000' ..•...... , > ,~484i63024 
00:00 04:00 08:00 / _60
54 
T8 (dB) 120kHz 
" ....... : ..... . 
. ....... : .. 
. . . '.' " 
/ / ' . .. ? . .. ', ' . 
/ 
08:00 
jday 59, 08:00 to jday 60, 08:00 
. . . . . . . . . . ... ... , : 
... - . : 
' '' ', : . 
, ' .. .... . 
//~ 
0- 20 m 
20- 40 m 






. " .. .. // . / .... . ' / ' / ," ;,.-" .. . ' ;'''' ', , ', -,,/ " ' ,i v"" " 
/ ----.. -. ~7~. -.~  .. .~'~. ~. -.. ~. -. ~ .·-' ;" ~' ~' _' ;··~/. ;~~· ~. ·'~ . ';-'~/~· ';~ i· ~:'~7~·.~.: ·~"'>~'7:~;'·· · 1S0-200m 
.7. . . . . . . 7 . 77. . . .. . 




7 •. ~00%ooo7 .. .. .• .. .. . 7 · · .. 7g.302~00-400 m 




jday 60, 08:00 to jday 61, 08:00 
.7···' ••.•. 7.· •••. 7··· ··· ··· •• > •• ·.·.·q •• / :~_2:omm 
...... . .... . ... , ...••• 7 .••• :, .. 7 . •. ,. // 
.... . . ... .... : . .... . ...... .. . . .. . 
. . . . . . . , . 
. . . , " ..... ~ ' . . . . . . . . .... . /~--.. - . -.. ~7~.-.~ ..~. ~. /~:~:~: ~. -.• ~.~~.-.. -.~. -. ~: 7~: -:-.:-' -•• ~~~.~. :-: -: -.~.7~.V 40-Bom 
./ / ... 7 . . . 7 . ' .. 7 . . . .. 7 . / 60-100 m 
.. , ..  ,... :  .. , ......... , ............. ...... ' •.•.••.•• /<: 
.. . ..... . .. . ..... ,, ' . .... ,, ": . 
. . . . ~ ' .. /r-----;7--=------:--.~-----:--r''-----;7'--=-----:r-'-----".L 1 00-1 50 m 
./'------~--____:_~--=------7--'-----~'-----. -. /~. ,...:.. ~--~ 150-200 m 
/~----:/~-. -• • :-:-.• :-: .•7/"":' ••- . ----:--.. --:/7" .. '--, .-.-. . - .77--'-.. -, -.. "'C/"-.. '---. -. -. ~/ , / 200-300 m 
··· ········ ·· ·· ··.·.: :7 
. ~ ' .. 
. . 




. . .. .. . .. . / . . . ................ . . '/ ~~--.-... 7~-'--•. -. . --:-, -.' /: ~,...:.: .- , '-. '. :-. '. -: .• 7'77-'--•.•. -•. • - . :.- . "7:. ~...:-:. : - •.• -.• -• . - /.."....7-'--. -, " - . -,L~wr81 ~OO-400 m 
12:00 16:00 20:00 00:00 04:00 08:00 -54 T8 (dB) 200kHz 08:00 
jday 58, 08:00 to jday 59, 08:00 
0- 20 m 
/ ' f L, . L.· .. '~. : . ·. , .:.,. : .. -.,·~. :. :. ~,.·· ..•. : ..•.•.• : •••• • •..••• ..... : • . ... / 20- 40 m 
~ , . .. 7 .. 7 ... 7./ .......... .. . 
. . . ............. , .: .. ...... . ', . .... .. ' 
. <A~: ' > 
;- . 7 ., ' 7: .: < , 7.:./: ............ :.:. ::. . 40- 50m 
. . , ' .... . .. . '.: . . .. .. . . 
: : : : ~~~ : ~ /dfi¢ft1:-1;/: ... .... .. . /r----~7T ... ~. -.. ~ ..~ ••~. 7 ••=<= •• =. =, ~::7 ..• ~ ••-:-.. ~. -.• 77~ ..-. -.:-: -. '/~ .• -.. -..--~7~./,. 50-100m 
.. / . .. . : , .. 
. . . . . '/' . : :'<F~~': . ,--. . . .. '.' :':: ..... .- ... 
" 7 ... 7 ..... , .. 7 . . . . . .. 7 ..... , .. /: . 7 100-150 m 
.. . , . .. : ..........•..•...•••••... .. .... .••. ••..•••...• / 
.... :: H' q' •••  ' <" / 150-200m 
7 .. 7 . 7 , 7: ' < , 7./..... ....... 200-300m 
• •• ••• •• •• • • .• • • •• .• • : • •• H. • •• • H. · .... ... ..... :: •• 









7 7 7 7 
08:00 12:00 15:00 20:00 00:00 
J . . '~ _1~OO-400m 
..... . )<4f~cf418 
7 7 -48 
04:00 08:00 -54 T8 (dB) 200kHz 




0- 20 m 
.... .. ;. , ··~ . 2?~04;· . ;· ····y 
7 ·~~7<*· ; 7/ 20-40m 
/~--. -. . 7~ .'-"~ .. ",-:c::...:~--'~:::::::.~-?::";:~ ~:T/C::::~o....}....::;~=~=,;:'S .. ~;:=. ""'. ~=. =:==~7~::::"::/,t--,,=;""t=~ ,=:.. ••  --:/ 7-. '-/-.. -•. -•. -•• 77.4-/ 40- 60 m 
/~---7"T"'-.. -. -.. -'. -, 77.:.... • - . - . -. . --:/T ..'--.• -: .;..-.'-.• - . 77 . ...:...--. -. :--:/ ..-': :- . -.. - . -77""- / 60-100 m 
~~'~:~~, ~' • . '~~ :< . / 
/ ,...c--.-. . 7'~-'-. -.. -. -.... -... -. 77 .. .:...... .  -. '.- '.-' . . - : -;/ ,.....:. - . -.• - . -.. - .7'7.-'-. :- . -. . -~ -•. - / 7. '-. - .-' •. -• • --'7"Ly 100-150 m 
/~--7~-:-:-.:.-:: ~7-.:-: -: .-. -.:~/T::-. -. -.-::-: 7'7....:...: -.. -.-, -. ~/~::-. -.. -. -. -7~ •. :. /.:.•.. •..•. '.'...: 150-200m 
... . . ... . '," . . . .. . . . ...... . .. . . "," .. . .. . . . 
. . . ..... . ' . . 
... ". , .. . ..... ,. . . . ., .. . 
/~--77-'---. -.• -. --:. 7T.'-: -.• -.-.• -' 77.:.... -. -::- . -• . - •. 77 . ....:...- . . -' -.. --:/T .. '-.-. -. - .77.4-.y 200-300m 
/ 7 . ; 7 ' J L / " . ;s;; _1~00-400 m 
. ... . .... .. .... .. ..... . ......... ...... .. .. .. . ... .. •..•.. . '~4t6iif418 
/ 7 7 7 7 7 7 -48 
16:00 20:00 00:00 04:00 08:00 -54 TS (dB) 200kHz 08:00 12:00 






Q) 26. 2 
Q) 
>-





Survey3 (SeaSoar), jday 61 06:50 to jday 66 14:30 
61 - 62 
62 - 63 63 - 64 
55.5 56.0 56.' 57.0 57.' 55.0 55,5 56.0 ., 
64 - 65 65 - 66 
57.' 




, ' . 
,/ 
0- 20 m 
' . ..•...... .. •.. ........... ...... >1)7 
20- 40 m 
" . .. 7. . .. 7 . . 
. 7 .. •... • 7. i;"y-
. . ,.~-
. 7. . .' . . / . 7 7 7 40- 60 m 
.... .... ...... ..... .. ........... ... .. ... . •• 7 
?/ .. 7 . / 7 /7 SO-100m 
.......... , . ,. ..... ' .... ,. #~ 




. ~ .. . , ... / . ,./ ..... ~.. .. ... . / . /7~ iii 100-150m 
.. ... .. ,. . ... .. ". .. . ..... ,. ~r----. 7"...:... -. . -. -:-•. -' ... 7",....:-..• -.. -... -.. -. ~77-'--... . -.... - . -.. - .. '7"-'-..•. -... '.-.... -... -.. .• ---,, ,.... • • '---., .-. :-.... -. -.• .:;zy ~::~::: ~ 
.......... ................. •..•.• ..•. ... ..... .. / . ···· 7 
7 . 7. . ..... . 7 . . . . 7. .. ..... ? 






08:00 " -60 TS (dB) 38kHz 
7 7 7 7 
08:00 12:00 16:00 20:00 00:00 04:00 
jday 60, 08:00 to jday 61,08:00 




/ 20- 40 m 





jday 61 , 08:00 to jday 62, 08:00 
. . 
. : ~i 
'. . . . . . . . . , . . .. ,.;) . ' / .. 
.......... , ... .. .. ... :/!:~~ : . 
/~----/7~--~ .. -.. ~?T. ~~-.. ~. 77. ~. -----. 7?~.~---. . 77~. ~~~~ 
. . .. 
........... :: ......... ... . . ..... ', ; ' 
/~~--__ 7~--~~. ?7. ~. --~, -.. -. 7/:~. -.-.-. 7?~ . .~---. '. 7~.~----~ 
. : .... . . . .... . 




. .. .. . ... - . . . . 
.. .. . .. . . .. :: ... . ...... ......... :', ... . .. . .... . 
/ ? ? 777 
08:00 12:00 16:00 20:00 00:00 04:00 
jday 62, 08:00 to jday 63, 08:00 
0- 20 m 
20- 40 m 








0- 20 m 
20- 40 m 
/~------7~---.-.. -. ~7~. -.. ~--~------~~-. -. -. . -. 7~. ~. ----~~ 40- 60 m 
60-100 m 
. Z-:42/ ;,.J ~-%.-34!?/# """ . Ur:'Cr/,-
. j;J:5!J:;"~~ '// R.~<~ '~: ... ... .... ~ 'J '.' // ~~f~4(fF~A/ .. . . . '. '~.=/ :I~;~/  
.. ' . ,_, ~'" . ~;., Nf:' "",.', .. ". .;. "~~~L. 
_: #-:;/ , 7 "i " ~ <"y"" ii " '" 1 00-150 m 
..... '/ .f' 47f?~···· •....... ... .. . ... ·'7" 
/ 7 
. . ;/ . 
. ' ..... .. ..... /. . .. . . .. . ... . . 




/~---7~--•. - .. -::>7-. -.. ,--/"-.. - . - .. -.. - . -"7.-'-. -. -c/,...:---7..,.L-y' 150-200 m 
/~--.77.-'-: .-.. - . -. .. -.. -c./r, _'-., - , -.. -.. -. -;;/,...: --.- .- . 77.-'-. -.. - :-,' -: .-/r ..'----.... -•.•... -: ••. -;;'~y 200-300 m 
' / 7 .. · ? · .·, . . ·· / .·· . .. ·7 .. , .. .. / .. 7W:' " _2~00-400m . . .. ..... .. ..... .. .. .. ........ .... . ... .. . . ". . ... . . _423630 ...... -48 / 7 7 7 7 7 -54 
08:00 / -60 TS (dB) 38kHz 08:00 12:00 16:00 20:00 00:00 04:00 
jday 63, 08:00 to jday 64, 08:00 
-. , .,' , . 
.. . . . .... . . . . . 
. . 
. . ;,~~~;~~V :·· ... ' ... .. : , .. ... . 
,/ 
,/ 7 " .. 7 .... _; ;: . ,/! .. . . . 7. 
" ..... ' / , .... .. ..: . ,' ....... . '. " 
. ~ .~ ~ ~' .~.' ~.//. ' . . . . ........ . ....... , . 
0- 20 m 
20- 40 m 





/~J// ... ........... ...................... .......... ... ....... .. · ..  ·.../· ...  i / 100-150m 
,/ 7 , .. 7 . , ... 7 ... . . ... ? 
/ 
...... 7 .. ...... , .•............... .. 7.: ...... 7 ........ '................ .. .......  . 150-200 m ..... ;~~ ....... . .... .. . ... . . ... ,,: . . ~----,7~~~. ~. ~ ..77. ~. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ / .... . . 7 .. . / . 7 200-300 m 
.. .. ..... . . ... •. .. . . . . .. ...... :' .....• / . . ~ 
. . :-. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ' :' . ... .. .. . 
. . . . . . . . . ~ '.' . . .. . . . . 
/,------;;7,...:-..-:-:. ~ ... ' -:-?7~ ... · . 0. · .. -:-:.' '-:-;;.'",,.-' , __ .. ~ . .~ .. ' ~ . /~.' .. ~. ~.' .• ...:... :..:.,' >~. , ~ .. ~ .' .~. ' . ·~7;L./·  .' . . 300-400 m 
. . . .... . . . . -24 
. ' . . . -30 
........... ... .. . . _4i6 08:00/~--~~7~----~7~----~~7~~~7~~~~7~~~~7~ _5448 
12:00 16:00 20:00 00:00 04:00 08:00 -60 T8 (dB) 38kHz 
jday 64, 08:00 to jday 65, 08:00 
........... ,' ......... : ... . ... " ,". 
. . . , . ",", . / ... . . " .. r . .... -... .. ... : ~ . 
./. ., : 
... ... .... . . ", . . .. . . . 
'~l;~/~"" .... ~: .. ' . 
0- 20 m 
20- 40 m 






.... . ....... / £ . ',.' ' / 
...... '·: A~~/.;··'~ ' . .. , . . _ 
/~----~7~~.~ ..-. 7?~.-. -.. ~,-. -.. 7?~. --~.-.-. 7?~----7~~---7~ 150-200m 
/ .... : .. : ...•.... ....... : .............. '.' . . ................... , .... ··.·.· •. ·:·.·.··.i.·.··.· . .'.·.··.: / ····· 
.: ..... / ./ 
:/ ... 7. . . 7 :/ 7 200-300 m 
.. . ....... , ...................... , ................... /.' / 
q . , •• ~ • .••• • • • • •• • • • ••• • •• • •••• • •••• •• • • • •• • • • ••• • • • • •. i>·· 
77 .::· .... / ... . .. ? .... · .. / ' 7~"""""""" " " _2~00-400 m 
... '.... ........ . . .... .. ..... . ..... . . -30 
.. ...... . .. ......... .. ............. . ............. ....... _4236 
,. .. . _.. . -48 
7 7 7 7 7 -54 
12:00 16:00 20:00 00:00 04:00 08:00 / -60 T8 (dB) 38kHz 08:00 
jday 65, 08:00 to jday 66, 08:00 
0- 20 m 
.... .......... ..... .. .......•........ ... ..  ·· ············ ··· ·7 
/ 20- 40 m 
77 J? . . 7 77,; ... .......  ......... . ..... . . . ... . . . .. . /~---.~.7~7.~. -• . ~: -. .. 7.?~ .. .. -. ~' -. . ~/~ . . -~ .-• -.. ~ •. ~r. ~_ •. _ ... -. -.... ~7 ~· . · .-·. ~~~~. . ... . . 40-60m 
/ " .. . ? . .' .. ;;: . . .. ? ... . ' .. ;;: . ~ 60-1 00 m 
.. .... . : . . ... . ... .. ...... . .. . ...... . . . .... . . . : .. : :. " . . ~;/ 
/ 
/ 







7 7  iSO-200m 
? ' .. . 7 .... . . ' .. ;;: . ? ?? 200-300 m 
.............•..•.• ••.•.•... ... ...... ..• .•.••.  ··· ··/7 / 
/ ? J . ;;: . ? ,.. .;;: ' ?w' .... ..... ... ... ..  ._2;00-400 m 
... .. .. ........ ... ..... .... ... ... . .... . . . ...... _4i630 
...... .. ... . -48 
/ ? ? ? ? ? -54 
08:00 12:00 16:00 20:00 00:00 04:00 08:00 / -60 TS (dB) 120kHz 
jday 60, 08:00 to jday 61, 08:00 
" .. .. ..... : . . ..... . . .. ....... ".:. 
. . . . . . , . . 
0- 20 m 
20- 40 m 







. . . .......... . . . '" " . '~.' . '".?': .<,' .:>.>k .•. / ,., .' .. 
/~----~/--.-.. -.'-.'.-?~.' -.' .-. -.. - . -. . ~ .. ~~ .• -•.. -.• -.... -: ..• -.: ~7-: .-:-.. -: .-. '-. ~. -.. -.-. -.. -. ~./~  :::~:::~ 
" / . ? . . · .. 7 ...... . / .. . 7 . . / .. .•....... .............. ~ 
.. . ....... ...... ......... ... .. .......•.. :...... :: :. :: ...... " /:.4S4i63024 
/ / / / / -54 
08:00 / -60 TS (dB) 120kHz " 08:00 12:00 20:00 00:00 04:00 16:00 
jday 61, 08:00 to jday 62, 08:00 
: , / . 
. . 
..... . ............ ~ 
. ;. . 
' . . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . 
0- 20 m 
20- 40 m 







.·.· .·.·.· ·. .·ir 
-'~------;>'7--'--.-.. - . -. . --C.7T .. -'-... ,-, ... -. -. --;;/...-'  -.. -. 7?-'--. - . -. ' -. '. -' .. --c . . ~T . -'--. -...... -.. : .. --;;7~r 200-300 m 
7 ? , . 7 " .. 7 . / ' /~"' ., .. ' .. ...... .. . . _2~00-400 m 
. . ... .. . ... . .. -30 
. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. ,. . ..... .. . . ....... .. .. -36 
....... -42 
, '..... -48 
7 7 7 7 7 -54 
08:00 -' -60 T8 (dB) 120kHz 08:00 20:00 04:00 00:00 12:00 16:00 
jday 62, 08:00 to jday 63, 08:00 
,', . . 
..... .. : .... . .. . 
. . . . . .. .. . .. . 
' ........ '. ' ' / 
. . . .. ~ . . . ', :{':". ',: 
. ~ .. . . . .. ." " , : . . . . .. '.' .. . . . . 
0- 20 m 
20- 40 m 
40- 60 m 






. .. ,, ' .. . /~----~7~~~~ .. ~.~7T. ~. ~.~C~.~. ~. 77. ~. ~ . ~ __ ~~~. ~. ~. ~. ~ ..~.-' ~' ~. ~~~ 200-300 m 
08:00 
.. . ', 
. ......... ' . 
....... . . ... 
.. . . . , ' , .. 
/~------~--~~~~~~.~.;. -. ~: ~' .~.~.--~~~~~~~ ...~. -. ~. -. ~ .. . . . 7 .... ? . . . . c .. / . . . . .... , •... . . . , . . .. ... . 
1600 / 2000/ ••..•.•.•... ?/ ··.· .. ii .. ?/ ·· ... ...... ?/~302!00-400 m 
00:00 04:00 08:00 -60 TS (dB) 120kHz 
/ 7 
12:00 
jday 63, 08:00 to jday 64, 08:00 
.. .. .... .... .. 7 
.' . : . . ... . .. ........ .' .. .. .. . ' .' ... : . . . . . . ... . .... : .. .. .... ....... :. ... .. .. 
• .,1> " • ••• •• : / •••• • •••• • 
;, "~~- :~ 4~ '·· ·. · :/ 
/ adrWf;¥./.:..· ... /..' •.•....•.••. ·.· •• 7 •..• .• ......• ..... ?. .. ':; i(l~. / ~~ ..... 7 ... /. . ~~ / 
········· ······ ··· ··· ·· ·· .. /.fi .. ,iV 
~~X < .... , 
. /--.~;;~':~' 
",,,,. $Y./.H/. /. 
0- 20 m 
20- 40 m 
40- 60 m 
60-100 m 
/ 
. 7 .. 
. :?' ~p" ~Y/ ~." 





. , . ///~i . ? .. . ·. · ....... ? .... ... .. · .. , .·· ·· . ... .. ? . ..... / 150-200 m 
. . , . . . . ... .. ' . . ~ 
__ ~----:;7T". :'--: -.. --:-.. -.• .. ~ . .. 7T • . -'-. -. . - . '-•. -.• 7~ .."':"".  . ~-.-.. -....... -:7~ . ...:..:  ' .- . -. - .' -,/,....:. ..  - . . - . • - . - .. -7..L. ..... .. : ..... / 200-300 m 
, ., ... ..... ~ 





7 W ...... .............. .... _2~00-400m .. .. ... ..... ..... . .. ..:: .. ... _4i630 ..... ,. . . .... . ... .. ... . -48 / 7 7 7 7 7 -54 
12:00 16:00 20:00 00:00 04:00 08:00 -- -60 T8 (dB) 120kHz 08:00 
jday 64, 08:00 to jday 65, 08:00 
... .;.,; 






;, .. : ... . 
.... ' :','. 
, . " 
.. . ... . 
.. ,,' . . . " ,', . 
/ ' / ' / ' 
16:00 20:00 
jday 65 , 08:00 to jday 66 , 08:00 
0- 20 m 
20- 40 m 









jday 60 , 08:00 to jday 61, 08:00 
0- 20 m 
20- 40 m 





0- 20 m 
20- 40 m 
. . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . ..' - . . . -. . . .... - - . . . 
. ,' .. ; ~j: >;,r/." :.~;,/~~»,~; ~ 0; ',' 
', ... ' ; J~/: '';:~ ~ ' ~; ',;,~!;. ' :L ' ,;:. ¥~;fj%P~£~.:::;"; .:r~~ :' ·· 
.. /" . 
40- 60 m 
' ...... ~ .. ' 
• • '. /~/;-- ;~~H -<,~{,i;~~>~!-,- '· ~-:-,p 
..  77 ./ 7 .... 7 77 
..... 7 7 ... 7 ..... 7 . 7 •• • • . •.• '7 7// q 7 777 
7 /J 7 7 .. . / ~ _j;OO-4DO m 
................................................ ········ · .~4f~rf4j8 
7 7 7 7 7 7 -~ 















.. ... ';7 .... '.' . . ... .: 
.. . .. . ..... .... . . . ... . .. . . ..... . . . . . . . . . 
.... . .. .. . . . .. '. . ... . . 
: .... .. ~ .... : ... . <;: ~ .. : __ ~. , ..  L )-''' :" ",: ", 
.. , ... .. ~ ..... . . ... . ... '/ /;';' .. ';;;ff-' .";,:; ct.:.·;" ::: /: -: ... ~ 
/~--~~/~--~~7~~~~7~~~~7~~----77~------7~ 
0- 20 m 
20- 40 m 
......... ' -:,.. .. . . ' 0 ' · • 
. , . :":g,~ /.:~ . :~ ; ~r:;-i:;;;~;;.:yg;ril~:.;;/' .;;X '::~< . 40- 60 m 
60-100 m 
......... . ....... , 
... ./. .. ,', . ... r . 
...... ... .................... .................. ,/ 
. 7 ........•. ...•. ' •....•... • •. ' .....•... ......... ' ............. ' .... ... .• ' / 
.
7 ... . .... .. : . .... ': : : 7 ,:.:: . . < ... ... 7 ./ . . :.> .. :.... : .. : ..... : ... /:: ..  : .. 
. ... r , ... , . ... 






........ . .. . . . . . . . .. .. .... . ..... . . . / 
/~----~7~----. /~. -:-•. -.. -.. -:~<-.:-:.:-:-::-: ~:-. -·,-:.-.. -. ~7~---. -/~: ." :: ~ _1;OO-400 m 
......•. ....... ······ ··· ·· ·· ·. · .• ·.········· · · .~4f{{,r8 
,/ 12:00 7 16:00 7 20:00 7 00:00 7 04:00 7 08:00 7 _S,f8 T8 (dB) 200kHz 08:00 





.... /).~, .. \.~ ..•. ;~/:. \ \.'/:. , ..•. : ....•.. ..•. ;.,', . :. ....•. ,.:. > / 
.. :': :,.'. ".i::/.~:/cJ.>~~ : .. ~ ' . .,:" .'" ~ ~/,/" 
.... . '~. ,' , .... . ... ~ . . .. . , 
0- 20 m 
.. : . 
20- 40 m 
.... .... ... 
' . .. . ;; 7;. ~" · 
.,L~j,:;j!~ ; ~/ 40- 60 m 
60-100 m 
. ' , ' . 
. .' . " . y . ..... . . ..... . . ,' .. ~ ~ . .; 
.. ,,: ·r~d.~' : ~~::< . :.: ;j'~~ .... ~~;~; ~'... .: ...... : " " " " ... . :./.~ -,.; . ~ . ~.::n/ ., ...... /' 'A"/' V . . :,;:.,-/. .' . 
. / . :~'. ~~:~~~~'/;. / ~::);< <-:>.' " . : : '. : : : : '. '. '. : '. '. :.; '. '. . . . . 100-150 m 
" 7 ,J • • ;. . . . : : : . : : '. : . : ..... : . : ' . . : . :-. . : : .. '. . . . 
- 150-200 m /~'~ ... 7 .: . :. :~: ::/ ... .. ~.7 ........ ....... 7~. , >:. / 
/ 200-300m /~7 ------,,--:.... ... .7 . -----:r'---.. : '. : : .: : ..... : : .. ~< ~ ~ ... 7~ . . .... .. 7' 7:' : .: ........ : .• ': . ...  :: ... : .. 
. . . . . . ... ' . . . .. . . . .... . . . .. . 
. . 
' . ... . . : . . ..... .. , ' . . .. .. ... .. .. . ... . .. .. . .. . . -, 
.. : .... .. .. ,', ......... ,. 
/~-----7~-·-· -··-· 7;-·-·---. ~. 7T. -. -.. -. ~ ..-. 7?-. -- -: ~. -. ~7r-~--.7;~W........... .. ..  300-400m 
.......... . . . .. : : :.'. : ... : ....... :.: .... . : : . . . : .. \. : ..... .. :.. : .. ': -"' 4 ' _t' _~1cf~-812 
........... : 0-
. . 
.. ........ . ............... . .. 
/~-1-2-:0-0-;7,.....:.......1-6-: 0-0-;7,.....:.......2-0-:0-0,7,.....:.......0-0-: 0-0,7""":"""'0-4-: 0-0'7"'--0-8-:0-0'7>'""- _Sf8 TS (dB) 200kHz 
'" " ' / 
08:00 




0- 20 m / .... · q> 7'H )/ 
7 ." .. ~ : .. : . . . 7 '::'.:::'::. 7 .. . .. :~)/ .... :.: ...... : .. : .. : .. 
. . . '.: ..... . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . '.' ..... .. . 
. . . . . . . . . -, ... . ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . : . . 
' / " .". .. . . . . ......... . . 
/~~--~7~~--~7~----~7~----~7~--~~~----~L / .. <v·· .. :· ·· · ··· 
. ',: " " " '" ': ~ ", " " " " " " . . 
. ,' ........ . '. . .. ' '';~ ' '' .. ... .. . 
. . . ~ ~. :4"", ~~ ~.i .. ; .. 
/~~--··7~~· ·-·-· -··-· -· 7;~· -· -·-· -· ~~----·~·~· -· -·-· ~. ~~~. ~~._~. _. __ . ~. /-L. C 
.7. ..... 7 7 .. .. . ... ?p ..... :....... . 
',' ........ :' ........ . 
.. ,'..... ' , .. . .... '.: ... . . . . . 
. -. . . . . .. .......... .. .... '.,.... .. . -" /. 
" .. . . . .... -, ,- . .. ~. ~"~.;: ~. '~ ', ~::.;~<'~ ~, ' . 
.. . . /,.-'-------;?~~:--T----:-~~----:--7· '...:.' -' -' ----;7'~.~ .. - ' -' ' - ' - ';L' . 00 150 m 
. . ... 7 . .. ..... . ....... ' •... .• .• . •. •.... ' •• H ••••• 7 ... .•. . ... 7 .. .. .• .••• 7)/ 1 -
/ .. . .... . 7 ... .. . :/ ::: .. .. . 7 ... .. .. 7 . 7)/, 150-200 m 
.• . • ....... _,r ", . 
.... ... .... . .. , ', ..... . . /~--.. -.: -</7~. -.... -.. ~ ..-::/.~ :-. -. . ~-. . /.~ . -.. -.. ~.-:./~~: .-:.-:~.~; -.-:~: :~ .. ~>-:.-: .. -. ~. ~ .)/ 200-300m 
/ 7 7 ..... :.: .. 7 .. 7 ........ 7 ... . . . ~'W ..... ... ........ ... ..... _1~00-400m 
.. .... . '.' -18 
.............. .. ... '. ...... . . cf4 ::: ........ -6'-
.... :- . . . ........ . .. . . . . 
........ .. ........ ...... .. _r~l 
...... ,', ....... '.' ~Z-
08:00 /~-1-2-:0-0/7.....:-1-6-:0-0/7.....:-2-0-:0-0/7.....:-0-0-: 0-0/7.....:-0-4-:0-0~7~0-8-: 0.:....:0...:,7;L _Sf8 TS (dB) 200kHz 
20- 40 m 
40- 60 m 
60-100 m 
•• • •• .> • 
/ 




0- 20 m 
.. ' .- . . . . . .. ' .. . . . .. . .. .-. 
. . . . . . '. ~ ~ : . . ~ " : : " : " : :. :. : ~ '. . . . . . . . .. ,.- . . . . . . . : " . 
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' / .' 7' ...... .... .... ~#/f;;. ~ ·.· ... ·· 
* ~ ' -
.. . . 7. . . 7 7 7 7 40- 60 m 
.. , . . .: . - : ~~ •. ~ ... f .. • · •.•. ·.·:.·.·7 .. · .. ·'······ 
. . . , . , . . ..... '. : 
. . . . . . . . .' ... . 
7 .. . . ? . . 7 7 7 7 60-1 00 m 
q •••• ••• • , • • ,., ••••• ···,··, · ., ····i 7 
7 ... 7 .. .. ...... 7 . . . ... ..... 7 .. ,. / ...........•...... : ... , .... •...... / 100-150 m 
................ . . .. ....... . .- .. : ... ... : .. / 
7 7 . .. .. .7 . . . 7. 7 7 150-200 m ii " ... , .. . '..... .. " ',',', ... , ii / 
. . . . . . . . ' . . ~ 
"~---:7T . -'-.. . -.... -•. . :-.' ..• -..... 7.~.....:.  -.. .. -: -... . -... ---: . . ~T ....'--.. - . -.. - . -.... 77 --'-.. -. ,-• . -.' . . - .. ---:/'-.... -'-.. - .•. -....•. -...•.. . ..,L'7 200-300 m 
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